
A LA CARTE MENU  
THAI CUISINE 

 

Starter 

 

❖ Shrimp cake [ทอดมันกุ้ง]                                                                                               250. 

[Minced shrimp, egg, bread crumb, wheat flour] 

 

❖ Fish cake [ทอดมันปลา]                                                                                                  200. 

[Minced fish, kefir lime leaf, curry paste .egg] 

 

❖ Chicken satay [ไก่สะเต๊ะ]                                                                                            200. 

[Chicken breast, Indian powder, coconut milk] 

 

❖ Roasted chicken with lemon glass [ไก่อบตะไคร้]                                                    200. 

[Chicken breast, lemon glass,] 

 

❖ Vegetable spring roll [ปอเป๊ียะทอด]                                                                          180. 

[Glass noodle, cabbage, carrot, ear mushroom, spring onion, celery,]                                                  

 

❖ Grilled chicken with lemon cream sauce [ไก่ย่างซอสครีมมะนาว]                            220. 

[Chicken breast, mayonnaise, honey, lemon] 

 

 

 

 

 



Spicy salad [ย ำ] 

 

❖ Deep fried fish with green mango spicy salad. [ปลาทอดกับย ามะม่วง]                      250. 

         [Fish fillet, green mango, shallot, Chili, spring onion, celery] 

 

❖ Grilled beef with Thai spicy salad [ย าเนือ้ย่าง]                                                           250. 

[Beef, cucumber, shallot, chili, coriander, celery] 

 

❖ Spicy glass noodle salad with Minced chicken and seafood.                                250 

[Minced chicken and seafood, Glass noodle, celery, onion, tomato 

Chili, garlic pickle]  

 

❖ Spicy seafood salad [ย าทะเล]                                                                                      250. 

[Shrimp, squid, fish, celery, onion, tomato, coriander, chili] 

 

 

❖ Thai spicy salad with tuna [ย าปลาทูน่า]                                                                     250. 

[Tuna can, ginger, glass shallot, ginger, chili]  

 

 

❖ Spicy salad with shrimp and Thai herb [พล่ากุ้ง]                                                    250.       

[Shrimp, garlic, kefir lime leaf, chili paste.] 

 

 

❖ Thai spicy salad with papaya [ส้มต า]                                                                       180. 

[Papaya, dry shrimp, peanut, chili, yard long bean, tomato]  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Curry [แกง] 

 

❖ Green curry with your choice [chicken, beef][แกงเขียวหวานไก่]                      250. 

[Green Curry paste, egg plant, sweet basil, chili, coconut milk] 

 

❖ Massa man curry with chicken.        [มัสม่ันไก่]                                                250. 

[Massa man curry paste, potato, onion, peanut, coconut milk] 

   [Served with rice] 

 

❖ Panaeng curry with [พะแนงปลา]                                                                         250. 

[, fish, with alight spicy red curry, chili, kaffir lime leaves. 

   [Served with rice] 

 

❖ Roasted duck breast with red curry [แกงเผ็ดเป็ดย่าง]                                        250. 

[Duck breast, grape, pineapple, egg plant, sweet basil, kefir lime leaf] 

   [Served with rice] 

 

❖ Indian style curry with chicken. [แกงกะหรี่ไก่]                                                   250.                               

[Potato, onion, carrot, Indian curry paste, coconut milk] 

          [Served with rice] 

 

Soup [ซุบ] 

 

❖ Spicy soup with prawn and lemon glass[ต้มย ากุ้ง]                                                 250 

[Prawn, lemon glass, shallot, mushroom, kaffir lime leaf, chili] 

[Served with rice] 

 

 

❖ Coconut milk soup with chicken [ต้มข่าไก่].                                                             220. 

[Galangal, coconut milk, lemon glass, onion, mushroom, hefir lime leaf] 

[Served with rice] 

 

 

❖ Clear vegetable soup with tofu and minced chicken [แกงจืดเต้าหู้ไก่สับ]            220 

[Minced chicken, tofu, cabbage, spring onion, celery] [Served with rice] 



❖ Boiled chicken with turmeric [ไก่ต้มขม้ิน]                                                              220. 

[Chicken, turmeric, spring onion, lemon glass, shallot] 

 

 

NOODLE & RICE [ก๋วยเต๋ียว & ข้ำว] 

 

❖ Stir fried flat noodle on top thick gravy sauce with your choice.                              190. 

 [Chicken or sea food] [Young kale, young corn, carrot, broccoli, cauliflower] 

  [ก๊วยเต๋ียวราดหน้าไก่หรือทะเล] 

 

❖ Stir fried noodle Thai style with shrimp. [ผัดไทยกุ้ง]                                                        250 

 [Shrimp, Tofu, bean spout, Chinese chives, egg] 

 

❖ Stir fried flat noodle with your choice [ก๊วยเต๋ียวผัดซีอ้ิว เนือ้ /ไก่ /ทะเล]                                  190. 

    [Beef, chicken or sea food] [Young kale, young corn, carrot, egg] 

 

❖ Suki in borth or without borth with sea food [สุกีท้ะเล]                                                   220.                                                        

Glass noodle, morning glory Chinese cabbage, celery, egg]  

 

❖ Stir fried rice with your choice [chicken, beef, seafood]                                               220. 

   [Chicken, beef, seafood, carb] [On top rice and Served with fried egg]                                                                                                

[ข้าวผัดไก่/เนือ้/ทะเล/ปู +ไข่ดาว] 

 

❖ Stir fried sweet basil with chicken.    [ไก่ผัดกระเพราราดข้าว+ไข่ดาว]                                    220.                                                                                                     

Minced chicken, garlic,chili,sweet basil, [served with fried egg  ]                                                                                                                 

 

❖ Stir fried garlic and pepper with beef. [ผัดกระเทียมราดข้าว+ไข่ดาว]                                 220.                                          

[Beef, garlic, spring onion, [served with fried egg]                                          

 

Stir fried curry paste with seafood.   [ผัดพริกแกงราดข้าว+ไข่ดาว]                                    220.                                                                        

[Chicken, beef, seafood] On top rice and served with fried egg 

 

❖  Baked rice with pineapple [ข้าวอบสับปะรด]                                                                     250. 

[Served in whole pineapple][Chicken, shrimp, ham, cashew nut,                                          

risin, carrot, onion Pineapple, bell pepper, spring onion] 

 



TRADITIONAL THAI FOOD [อำหำรไทยดั้งเดิม] 

❖ Roasted fish fillet with lemon glass [ปลาอบตะไคร้]                                                             350. 

[Fish fillet, lemon glass, coriander, garlic, pepper]                                                          

[Served with seafood sauce and stream rice] 

 

❖ Deep fried fish fillet with sweet and sour chili sauce [ปลาทอดสามรส]                      350. 

[Fish fillet, sweet basil, on top sweet and sour chili sauce] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried beef with oyster sauce [เนือ้ผัดน ้ามันหอย]                                                              250. 

[Beef, mushroom, ginger, garlic, spring onion, celery] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried Indian curry powder with crab.[ปูผัดผงกระหรี่]                                         280. 

[Onion, chili, spring onion, celery, milk,][Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried cashew nut with your choice [chicken][ผัดเม็ดมะม่วง]                            250. 

[Onion, dry chili, cashew nut, spring onion,][Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried sweet and sour with fish. [ปลาผัดเปรีย้วหวาน ]                                            250 

[ผัดเปรีย้วหวาน] [Cucumber, pineapple, tomato, onion, chili] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried mixed vegetable with oyster sauce [ผัดผักรวมน ้ามันหอย]                         180. 

[Kale, carrot, young corn, cauliflower, mushroom, broccoli] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stream fish fillet with Japanese soya [ปลานึ่งซีอ้ิวญี่ปุ่น]                                           350. 

[Fish, ginger, spring onion, celery, chili, shiitake mushroom] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

❖ Stream fish fillet with lemon chili sauce [ปลานึ่งมะนาว]                                        350. 

[Garlic, chili, coriander, lemon, celery] [Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Stir fried morning glory [ผัดผักบุ้ง]                                                                            150. 

[   Garlic, chili, bean paste] [Served with stream rice.]                                                                 

 



❖ Baked shrimp with vermicelli in clay pot [กุ้งอบวุ้นเส้นหม้อดิน]                               350. 

  [Ginger, glass noodle, shallot, spring onion, garlic, coriander, celery] 

        [Served with stream rice.] 

 

❖ Hot pan with your choice [seafood][กระทะร้อน]                                                   350. 

[Tomato, onion, young corn, sugar pea, mushroom, bell pepper] 

[Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

❖ Roasted chicken with young vegetable [ไก่อบยอดผัก]                                          350. 

[Young kale, cashew nut, on top red sauce] 

 [Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

❖ Deep fried shrimp with tamarind sauce [กุ้งซอสมะขาม]                                       300.            

[Shrimp, shallot, coriander] [Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

❖ Stir fried hot basil with chicken [ผัดใบกระเพรา]                                                   250. 

   [Served with stream rice.]  

 

 

❖ Stir fried black pepper with soft shell crab.  [ผัดพริกไทยด า]                               280 

 [Bell pepper, spring onion, onion][Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

❖ Stir fried garlic and pepper with beef [เนือ้ผัดกระเทียมพริกไทย]                           280. 

      [Garlic, pepper, spring onion][Served with stream rice.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WESTERN CUISINE 
 

Starter 

❖ Fish & chips [ปลาทอดมันทอด]                                                                                              250.                                                                                      

[Bread crumb, egg, powder and French fried] 

[Served with French fried] 

 

❖ Shrimp tempura [กุ้งเทมปูระ]                                                                                              180. 

 

❖ Bruschetta [บูเชทต้า]                                                                                                          150. 

[Tomato, garlic, black olive, coriander, sweet basil] 

 

❖ French fried [เฟรนฟราย]                                                                                                    150. 

 

❖ Baked mussels with garlic and butter [หอยแมลงภู่อบเนยกระเทียม]                                200. 

 

 

❖ Garlic bread [ขนมปังกระเทียม]                                                                                           150. 

 

❖ Crab cake [เค้กปู]                                                                                                               300.    

[Crab meat, stew mixed fruit, served with passion fruit sauce] 

 

 

SANDWICH & BURGER 

❖ CLUB SANDWICH [คลับแซนวิช]                                                                                                       300.                                                   

[Fried egg, chicken, ham and cheese] [Served with French fried] 

 

 

❖ Ham & cheese sandwich [แฮมชีสแซนวิช]                                                                     180. 

[Tomato, onion, cucumber, lettuce][Served with French fried] 

 

 

❖  Tuna sandwich [ทูน่าแซนวิข]                                                                                        200. 

  [Tomato, onion, cucumber, lettuce] [Served with French fried]   

 

 



❖ Cheese burger [ชีส่บอเกอร์]                                                                                          280. 

 [Tomato, onion, cucumber, lettuce] [Served with French fried] 

 

❖ Fish burger [เบอเกอร์ปลา]                                                                                            250.         

[Tomato, onion, cucumber, lettuce] [Served with French fried] 

 

 

❖ Chicken burger [เบอเกอร์ไก่]                                                                                           250. 

  [Tomato, onion, cucumber, lettuce] [Served with French fried] 

 

SALAD 

❖ Capasse salad [สลัดมะเขือเทศกับชีสมอสเซลเรล่า]                                                               200. 

[Tomato, mozzarella cheese, sweet basil, olive oil] 

  

❖ Caesar salad [ซีซ่าสลัด]                                                                                                   280. 

[Cos lettuce, parmesan cheese, chicken breast, crispy toast, cherry tomato]               

[Served with Caesar dressing] 

 

❖ Mixed green salad [สลัดผักรวม]                                                                                   180. 

[Red oak, green oak, lettuce, onion, tomato, bell pepper,                                                                 

served with Italian dressing and Thousand Island dressing] 

 

❖ Grilled salmon salad [สลัดปลาแซลมอน]                                                                     250. 

[Salmon, red-green oak, bell pepper, onion, tomato,                                                                            

lettuce, served with honey lemon mustard dressing and Italian dressing] 

 

❖ Shrimp cocktail [ค็อกเทลกุ้ง]                                                                                      200. 

[Shrimp, boiled egg, cucumber, red-green oak, black olive,                                                  

served with thousand islands] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Soup 

❖ Onion consume soup [ซุบหอมใหญ่]                                                                                                            180. 

[Onion brown, beef stock, and cheese bas][And served with soft roll] 

 

❖ Mushroom cream soup [ครีมซุบเห็ด]                                                                                     180. 

[Mushroom, onion, celery, cream, bay leaf, and served with soft roll] 

 

 

❖ Tomato cream soup [ซุบมะเขือเทศ]                                                                                         180.                  

[Tomato, onion, celery, cream, bay leaf, and served with soft roll] 

 

 

❖ Minestrone soup [มินิสโตเน่ซุบ [ซุบผักอิตาเลี่ยน]                                                                        180. 

[Broccoli, carrot, onion, young corn, potato, bell pepper red and green, snap bean, 

       Rose marry, oregano, bay leaf and served with soft roll] 

 

Pasta 

 

❖ Alla Bolognese with your choice [ซอสเนือ้]                                                                          250. 

[Spaghetti or penne or fettuccine][Carrot, celery, onion, minced beef, oregano]                      

[Served with garlic bread][ 

 

❖ Cabonara with your choice   [คาโบนารา]                                                                               250. 

[Spaghetti or penne or fettuccine] [Ham, mushroom, onion, cream, egg yolk] 

      [Served with garlic bread]   

❖ Agli o olio with mussel and on  your choice for pasta [อากริโย เอ โอรีโอ]                        220                                         

[Spaghetti or penne or fettuccine served with garlic bread] 

[Dry chili, garlic, olive oil] 

 

❖ Pesto Alla Genovese with your choice [ซอสโหระพา]                                                        200. 

  [Spaghetti or penne or fettuccine served with garlic bread] 

   [Sweet basil, peanut, lemon, olive oil, salt, pepper, parmesan cheese]   

 

❖ Lasagna [ลาซานญ่า]                                                                                                                280.                                            

[Beef sauce, cream, cheese, served with garlic bread] 

 



❖ Stir fried Thai style with seafood on your choice [ผัดขีเ้มาทะเล]                                    280. 

[Spaghetti or penne or fettuccine served with garlic bread] 

[Shrimp, squid, mussel, young corn, kale, sweet basil, garlic, carrot] 

 

 

Pizza 

 

❖ Hawaiian pizza [พิซซ่าฮาวาย]                                                                                         300. 

[Pineapple, ham, mozzarella cheese, tomato sauce] 

 

 

❖ Marinara pizza [พิซซ่า ซีฟู๊ด]                                                                                          350. 

[Mussel, shrimp, squid, cheese, tomato sauce] 

 

❖ Peskatore pizza [พิซซ่าพาสกาโตเน่]                                                                                300. 

[Chicken, ham, onion, olive, tomato sauce, cheese] 

 

❖ Opera pizza [พิซซ่าโอเปร่า]                                                                                             250. 

[Tuna, tomato sauce, cheese] 

 

❖ Vegetarian pizza [พิซซ่าผัก]                                                                                         250.      

[Grilled vegetable, cheese, tomato sauce] 

 

❖ Dr. Fill pizza [พิซซ่าด็อกเตอร์ ฟิว]                                                                                                        300. 

[Tuna, mushroom, black olive, cheese, tomato sauce] 

 

❖ Margarita pizza [พิซซ่ามาการิต้า]                                                                                  250. 

[Tomato, cheese, tomato sauce] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From the grilled 
 

Meat & poultry & fish 

 

❖ Grilled beef tenderloin stack [เสต็กเนือ้สันใน]                                                          650. 

[Australian beef fillet 200g. /wedge potato /asparagus/broccoli/carrot/young corn/ 

-Served with your choice pepper sauce or mushroom cream sauce] 

 

❖ Grilled Rib eye stack [รืบอายเสต็ก]                                                                             600. 

[Australian lib eye 200g. / mashed potato/ asparagus/broccoli/carrot/young corn/ 

- Served with your choice pepper sauce or mushroom cream sauce] 

 

❖ Grilled sirloin stack [เซอรอยเสต็ก]                                                                             600. 

[Australian sirloin 200g. // mashed potato / asparagus/broccoli/carrot/young corn/ 

- Served with your choice pepper sauce or mushroom cream sauce] 

 

❖ Grilled duck breast with orange sauce [อกเป็ดย่างราดซอสส้ม]                               400.        

[Served with asparagus/broccoli/carrot/young corn/ [and stir fried rice with butter] 

 

❖ Grilled chicken breast with garlic white cream sauce.[อกไก่ซอสครีมกระเทียม]   350.                              

[Served with asparagus/broccoli/carrot/young corn / and French fried] 

 

 

❖ Grilled Salmon fillet with lemon butter creams sauce.                                    550. 

[แซลมอนย่างราดซอสน ้าผึง้เนยครีมซอส]    [Served with mashed potato and stir fried spinach]  

 

❖ Grilled sea bass fillet with lemon butter sauce [ปลากะพงย่างซอสเนยมะนาว]       400. 

[Served with grilled asparagus/carrot/young corn / and wedge potato] 

 

 

❖ Surf and turf [ทะเลและเนือ้ย่าง]                                                                                   600. 

[Tiger Prawn, squid, tenderloin, grilled vegetable and wedge potato] 

[Served with pepper sauce and BBQ sauce] 

 

 



CHEF RECOMMEND 
 

❖ Fettuccini in pa – nang  curry with duck[แฟตตูชินี่ราดพะแนงเป็ด]                                  350 

[Fettuccini with a light spiced Thai red curry and duck breast] 

[Served with garlic bread] 

 

❖ Chili prawn salmon [ชิลี่พอนแซลมอน]                                                                                        400. 

[Salmon slice, tiger prawn, grilled potato and asparagus, served with  

- Mango curries sauce and teriyaki sauce. 

 

Dessert 
 

❖ Three color rice dumpling in coconut milk [บัวลอยสามส]ี                                     220 

  

❖ Banana in coconut milk [กล้วยบวชชี]                                                                      180. 

 

❖ Stick y rice mango [ข้าวเหนียวมะม่วง]                                                                        220. 

 

❖ Ice cream on your choice [ไอศกรีม]                                                                        40.                          

[Sell in cubes]  [Vanilla, chocolate, stew berry] 

❖ Banana sprit [ไอศกรีมกับกล้วย]                                                                                  180. 

 

❖ Banana or pineapple fitter [กล้วยทอด หรือ สปัปะรดทอด]                                         220.                          

        [Served with Ice cream on your choice] 

❖ Mixed fruit in seasonal                                                                                           150. 

 

❖ Pamagotta                                                                                                               180. 

 

❖ Custard caramel                                                                                                      200. 

 

❖ Blueberry cheese cake                                                                                          220. 

 



Drink list 
 

❖ Coke, fanta, sprite, [in can]                                                                              50. 

❖    Diet coke, soda                                                                                                   50. 

❖ Ice tea lemon, ice tea peach [in can]                                                             90.                               

❖ Mineral water [big or small]                                                                        80. /40. 

❖ Ice tea lemon, ice coffee [handmade]                                                         90. 

❖ Soda with lemon and ice                                                                               60. 

❖ Hot coffee, Hot tea [cup or pot]                                                               60. / 120. 

❖ Hot Chinese tea [pot]                                                                                     100. 

 

Fresh fruit juice 
 

❖ Orange, lemon, pineapple, water melon, carrot juice                                120. 

Mixed fruit juice                                                                                                150. 

❖ Fresh coconut juice                                                                                            120. 

 

Fresh fruit shake 
 

❖ Banana, orange, lemon, pineapple, water melon shake.                          120. 

❖ Mixed fruit shake.                                                                                              150. 

❖ Mango shakes                                                                                                    150. 

❖ Coconut milk shakes                                                                                         120. 

❖ Coffee milk shakes                                                                                            120. 

❖ Ice cream milk shakes                                                                                      180. 

❖ Plain lassl [yoghurt]                                                                                         150. 

❖ Mixed fruit lassl [yoghurt]                                                                             180. 

❖ Strawberry shakes                                                                                           150. 

❖ Red honey water with soda and ice                                                            100. 

 

******************************************************************** 


